Fifteen members of the public spoke during the public comments portion of the meeting. See the transcript and the video recording of the meeting, posted on the Board’s website, for the complete remarks of each speaker.

The Chicago Police Department responded to the remarks of June Norfleet, Marlin Howe, Linda Hudson, and John Perryman (see below).

The Office of the Police Board determined that the remarks made by the other speakers did not require a response in addition to that provided at the meeting.
The following efforts were expended in response to Speaker M. Howell’s remarks:

Speaker Howell was contacted by the Commander of the 006th District. The Commander thanked Speaker Howell for her continual community involvement and partnership with the Chicago Police Department (CPD). The Commander and Speaker Howell discussed the 006th District’s efforts for Beat 624.

The following efforts were expended in response to Speaker L. Hudson’s remarks:

Speaker Hudson was contacted by a 004th District supervisor. Speaker Hudson was instructed to contact the supervisor as her point of contact for future matters. Such an arrangement was satisfactory for Speaker Hudson, as it will lessen the possibility of miscommunication.

The following efforts were expended in response to Speaker J. Norfleet’s remarks:

Speaker Norfleet was contacted by the Commander of the 006th District. The Commander thanked Speaker Norfleet for her continual community involvement and partnership with the Chicago Police Department. The Commander expressed the CPD’s commitment to support the community’s efforts to address crime and disorder issues.

The following efforts were expended in response to Speaker J. Perryman’s remarks:

Speaker J. Perryman was contacted by the Deputy Chief of Area Three Patrol to address Speaker Perryman’s concerns raised during the 17 June 2021 Police Board meeting. The Deputy Chief discussed several strategies with Speaker Perryman to address open-air drug markets in the 012th District.